Kid kuda

He has widely been recognized as an influence on several contemporary hip hop and alternative
acts. Released in , Cudi's debut single " Day 'n' Nite " was a worldwide hit. Their eponymous
debut album debuted at number one on the Billboard Top Rock Albums chart. Cudi's joint
album with West, under the eponymous name Kids See Ghosts , was met with widespread
critical acclaim and was named among the best albums of Cudi has sold 16 million certified
records in the United States and has won two Grammy Awards. He has worked with numerous
prominent artists in the music industry, including Jay-Z , Eminem , Mary J. When he was eleven
years old, Cudi's father died of cancer; his passing had a significant effect on Cudi's personality
and subsequently his music. He was expelled from the school for threatening to punch his
principal, and would later earn his GED. Navy did not pan out because of his juvenile police
record. Cudi first began rapping towards the end of his high school career, inspired by
alternative hip hop groups such as The Pharcyde and A Tribe Called Quest. I was working at
this restaurant in Cleveland. There was this white dude in his 40s who was cool as shit and
would tell me, "You're funny and people like you. You need to move the fuck out of Ohio and
just do this. I'd never met him; this was my father's older brother, the last of my father's
siblings, so I wanted to make that connection anyway. Shortly after he moved from Cleveland, a
BAPE store opened up in the city, where he later applied for a job: [25]. I was always a fan of the
brand but it just wasn't something I could afford back then. I remember working there my first
couple of weeks in the same uniform cause I didn't own anything prior to being hired. So it was
a dream come true to be able to work at the store I dreamed of shopping in one day. Over a
couple of years I might have applied at the store 3 or 4 times before the last attempt that got me
hired. I fell in love with BAPE because of their color selection and artwork. I love the style of
their cartoons. While working there Cudi met future mentor Kanye West , for the first time after
forgetting to remove an anti-theft device from a jacket West had purchased. My uncle that I lived
with passed in We were actually beefing because he forced me out the house when I didn't have
another situation set up, so I was bitter. I never apologized for it, and that kills me. That's why I
wrote "Day 'n' Nite". If he wasn't there to let me stay with him those first few months, there
would be no Kid Cudi. It fucked me up watching him go, but it was like, "I have to fulfill this
destiny now for sure. I had "Day 'n' Nite", we were just getting started, and I was like, "This shit
has got to pop off. Deep as a free download. He was featured on the cover alongside fellow
up-and-coming rappers Asher Roth , Wale , B. On February 25, , Cudi self-leaked a teaser trailer
[32] for the upcoming Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen film, using his song "Sky Might Fall"
in the background; later he posted that he made the trailer himself and was in talks to possibly
making it official. In February , Kid Cudi also made a cameo appearance next to Solange in the
video for her song " T. In June , he made a cameo in The Black Eyed Peas ' video for " I Gotta
Feeling ", alongside David Guetta , where the two met for the first time and subsequently
recorded their international hit " Memories ". He revealed information about his future plans via
his blog, saying that a possible collaborative album with Chip tha Ripper could be followed with
a collaborative project with electronic rock duo Ratatat. It peaked at number 11, where it stayed
for one week. During the summer of , Cudi joined fellow up-and-coming rappers Asher Roth and
B. B , for 'The Great Hangover' concert tour. Cudi also discussed his childhood, his move to
New York to begin his career as an artist and more. Cudi's debut album Man on the Moon: The
End of Day , was released on Universal Motown Records on September 15, [45] and sold ,
copies in the first week and charted at 4. Common was also featured throughout the album, as
the narrator. On June 11, , Kid Cudi was arrested in the Chelsea neighborhood of the Manhattan
borough in New York City and charged with felony criminal mischief and possession of a
controlled substance. The campaign featured artists from 13 different countries including Kid
Cudi. In this short, Converse takes a trip back to Cudi's roots as an artist in his hometown of
Cleveland, Ohio. The campaign's goal was to tap into the grassroots of Converse's global
market and introduce the artists of tomorrow. In June , Converse was promoting being a
catalyst for creativity by bringing together three musicians from different genres to form a
unique collaboration known as "Three Artists. One Song. Rager ", was released as the album's
second single, shortly before the album's release. The album, released November 9, , debuted at
number three on the US Billboard chart, with first-week sales of , copies. In October , Cudi had
announced that he would be forming a rock band with frequent collaborator Dot da Genius ,
tentatively called Wizard. Those are still my guys, Pat and Emile, and I'm still going to work with
them in the future. I know Emile is definitely down. We had an issue, but we're men and we were
able to figure it out and move forward. There's no hard feelings. In March , Cudi announced that
a music video for " Marijuana " would be released in the spring, followed by a music video for "
Mr. Rager " in the summer, then he would release a short film , directed by Shia LaBeouf ,
inspired by his song "Maniac", with Cage , in October The new label, which he will be releasing
his third studio album on is called Wicked Awesome Records. He also renamed his band on the

same occasion to 2 Be Continuum, renaming it from the original Wizard. Kid Cudi explained his
reasoning saying: "I needed something more original, something different, but it's still wizardry
at its finest. The song, produced by Dot da Genius, features Cudi singing and contains elements
of rock music. Rager", on September 8, The video received all-positive reviews from critics and
fans alike. In late , Cudi was mentioned in a viral video by vlogger Ben Breedlove , about his
near death experiences. I broke down, I am to tears because I hate how life is so unfair. This has
really touched my heart in a way I cant describe, this is why I do what I do. Why I write my life,
and why I love you all so much. Life is really f up sometimes, but I know Ben is at Peace, and I
hope he gets a chance to sit and talk with my Dad. We love you Ben. Thank you for loving me.
To Ben's family, you raised a real hero, he's definitely mine. You have my love. This led to
speculation that a long-awaited project from the two was underway. While working on the
band's self-titled debut , Cudi claimed he had writer's block for almost five months because of
his new sobriety ; something that had never happened to him for such an extended period of
time. In April , in Geneseo, New York , Cudi performed before a sold-out crowd and premiered a
hip hop song, his first since During his set, he performed a new record, tentatively titled "The
Leader of the Delinquents", which he did a cappella. Cudi was ultimately featured on two songs
from the compilation, "The Morning" and a solo track originally meant for Man on the Moon II ,
titled "Creepers", produced by Dan Black. On November 7, he revealed the album's second
official single's title to be " Immortal ", and that it again was produced by himself like the two
previous releases, "Just What I Am" and " King Wizard ". He claimed the song "will make you
feel amazing in the heart and soul. Cudi revealed he left the label on good terms, with him
saying West respected his decision and will always be "big brother". Cudi's decision to move
forward without West, was his desire to focus on his own imprint, Wicked Awesome Records
and his friend, fellow rapper King Chip. The tour was announced on July 15 with tickets going
on sale the following day. While on tour, on October 16, Kid Cudi announced he would be
releasing an extended play EP , sometime in the next three months. People weren't really
expecting it. I've never done two albums within a year of each other. On February 25, , with only
few hours' notice from Cudi, Satellite Flight: The Journey to Mother Moon was released
exclusively to digital retailers. The album debuted at number four on the Billboard chart, with
first-week sales of 87, digital copies in the United States. In April , Cudi appeared on the cover
of the inaugural issue of Fat Man magazine. The beauty in that is that I have a lot of material.
And I'm actually thinking that it would be good to release something in the meantime, before
Man on the Moon III comes out. Another Kid Cudi album, it's just kind of along the lines of what I
did with Indicud or Satellite Flight , which is just its own standalone thing but still a Kid Cudi
album. The Man on the Moon III album is something that's gonna take some time but I know the
fans are gonna be patient and I really appreciate that guys, thank you for your patience. On
March 3, , Cudi officially released his first song since his album Satellite Flight , was put on the
market. The song, which is titled "Love," was originally recorded for Satellite Flight , and
samples Ratatat's "Sunblocks" and has been received with positive reviews. On October 27, ,
Cudi announced the new album will be released on December 4, People change their vibe! We
can follow the same template and do the five-act split. Sonically, I'm still going to be where I'm
at. I haven't been dicking around. I was planning on doing it after Speedin' Bullet. But the
Speedin' Bullet response tore me up. It made me realize what's most important. I'm getting back
on the bike again and doing what I do best: me. One set to be released in the summer, while the
other would be released in the fall. He added that one of them was complete. Although there
was a discrepancy between him and Kanye West , West later made an offer of peace and a song
featuring him and Cudi subsequently surfaced online. Although he said he would be taking his
time to create his forthcoming LP, Cudi projected a release. In July , Kid Cudi announced his
next album would be titled Entergalactic , which he revealed would soundtrack an upcoming
Netflix "adult-focused animated music series" co-created by himself and Kenya Barris. It was
hinted that the duo would be releasing more music in the future. Later on April 24, Cudi also
revealed that he was still working on new music for a future WZRD release, joking that "we take
a decade off between albums. On October 26, Cudi released a teaser video on his official Twitter
account for Man on the Moon III , the final installment in his Man on the Moon series , after a
decade between releases. The album title and release date were not shared with the video, [] []
however on December 7, Cudi announced the album would be titled Man on the Moon III: The
Chosen , with a release date of December 11, The concept album 's theme follows Cudi
overcoming his darkness, but fighting to win his soul back from his alter-ego "Mr. Man on the
Moon III: The Chosen , received mostly positive reviews from music critics, who praised Cudi's
songwriting and generally favored the latter two acts, though some found it derivative of Cudi's
earlier albums. It debuted at number two on the Billboard , earning , album-equivalent units of
which 15, were pure sales, marking Cudi's fifth top 10 album in the US. The short film, titled

Maniac , was inspired by Cudi's song of the same name, from his album Man on the Moon II and
is an homage to the Belgian black comedy crime mockumentary, Man Bites Dog. In January ,
Cudi was cast in the film adaptation of Need for Speed. In addition to starring in the film, it was
revealed Cudi would also be curating the film's score as well. It was dope to do that. I felt like I
had a responsibility to present a different walk in life from that world. I'm secure with mine,"
Cudi told an audience after the film's premiere. It's very violent and very disturbing [â€¦] I play
kind of like a drug lord. In July , it was announced Cudi would join the cast of FOX's Empire ,
debuting in the third season of the series as "an independent musician who is a rival to Hakeem
Bryshere "Yazz" Gray both in the studio and in life. Kid Cudi's musical style has been described
as "an atmospheric take on melodic rap, with a dollop of charming, off-key singing". He melded
indie rock , electronica and dubstep seamlessly with hip-hop without pandering or reaching.
Before Drake broke through with 's So Far Gone , rapping and singing over Swedish indie
poppers Lykke Li and Peter Bjorn and John , Cudi tweaked with multi-genre covers and
seamless transitions between singing and rapping. Kid Cudi's music has also been described
as trip hop. In September , Kid Cudi teamed up with Japanese clothing company BAPE which
happens to be the last company Cudi was employed with before his music career took off , for a
collaboration that saw Cudi's likeness featured on graphic T-shirts , with the Japanese label's
mascot, Baby Milo. Cudi wore a men's kilt to a New Year's Eve party in Miami. In the fall of , he
released a leather jacket collection in collaboration with the fashion label. Taking cues from the
modern biker jacket , the " Thriller -inspired" lineup offered two men's styles. He can be seen
wearing the jackets in music videos such as " All of the Lights " and " Mr. Rager ". Kid Cudi
announced a partnership with Adidas in March In January , Coach, Inc. Kid Cudi has also been
known for sharing his poetry. In February , Cudi announced the label had been dissolved. The
label went on to release the first two installments of Cudi's Man on the Moon series. Wicked
Awesome Records is an American record label founded by Cudi in It is distributed by Republic
Records. That was the first project that I did on Wicked Awesome and it was an outlet for me to
just branch out on my own, and creatively and business-wise take things to a different space for
me. Wicked Awesome.. Right now it's just the music but who knows? Wicked Awesome is
maybe gunna be beyond music it could be movies, it could be a lot of things, producing T. Just
the name I think is really dope it has a ring to it. Bringing real content, bringing real emotion [
On November 17, , it was revealed Cudi teamed with Dennis Cummings and Karina Manashil to
found production and music management company Mad Solar, with the backing of Bron
Studios , which provides corporate back office and production support, including financing,
marketing, and sales. In a statement Cudi said, "Beyond excited to be launching my production
company Mad Solar and partnering with Bron, whose creative vision and storytelling has
transformed the industry. Real Life is the semi-autobiographical novel debut for writer Brandon
Taylor. It follows an introverted, queer, Black scientist in a predominantly white, Midwestern
PhD program as he navigates complex friendships, romantic relationships, betrayals and
mercies, all over the course of one weekend. Mad Solar is also producing the upcoming Netflix
animated series Entergalactic, which Cudi co-created alongside Kenya Barris. Based on original
music by Cudi, the series, which Cudi writes, executive produces and stars in, follows a young
man on his journey to discover love. Cudi is an executive producer on the film, which will begin
production early When speaking on the collaboration, Bron chairman Aaron L. Gilbert said
"Scott Mescudi's growth as a creative and an entrepreneur has been impressive. For Bron, the
strategic relationship with Mad Solar is key in our efforts to support the entertainment
industry's top creatives, as well as expand Bron's access to the best in class music and sports
talent through Mad Solar's management division. In October , it was announced Cudi teamed
with screenwriter Ian Edelman and startup veteran Jonathan Gray to launch Encore, a
mobile-based platform to help artists monetize their connections with fans. Artists can drop
new music, chat with fans and host live shows from anywhere in the world. I am excited to
launch Encore to help bring the live music experience back to our fans. In a January interview,
Cudi revealed that he had stopped smoking marijuana two years earlier, both for the sake of his
child and due to frustration with constantly being associated with the drug and stoner culture.
In that same interview, Cudi said that while he believes in God, he considers himself spiritual
but not religious. In a March interview, Kid Cudi talked about how his initial sudden and
unexpected fame drove him to alcohol and drugs:. The booze was a new thing for me, I didn't
realize I was an alcoholic all these years. I had a problem, I think with any addiction you have to
be ready to make the choice, whether it's cigarettes or anything. You have to just commit and
you just have to stick with it. I stopped everything cold turkey. When I had my cocaine problem I
stopped cold turkey, I didn't go to rehab. I don't believe in these things. Some people need the
extra help, not me. I wasn't a drug addict before this crap, I wasn't doing cocaine, I wasn't
getting wasted every night because I didn't want to be alone. I wasn't this dark person before

the madness, I was a whole other dude. I don't even think I smoked weed as much 'cause we
couldn't afford it You just have to make the choice and decide the person you wanna be and
stick with it. You get to a certain age where the people around you are not gonna be on that
rollercoaster all day long ready for you to go up, ready for you to go down, and stick with you
through all the madness. People want you to be one person and stick with it and I chose to be
clean and be sober and get my life together. For myself, for my health, for my daughter, for my
family. In a interview, Cudi revealed he had suffered an addiction to anti-depressant medication
, which had been prescribed to help him deal with an " emotional breakdown " after a failed
relationship. There wasn't a week or a day that didn't go by where I was just like, 'You know, I
wanna check out. In a July interview Cudi revealed he suffers survivor guilt : "I didn't like that I
had money and success and I had made it. Everybody I had ever met in my life, good people,
weren't able to experience the same, and I wasn't able to truly enjoy my success. Even though I
worked hard for it, it bothered me that I had just had so much and my friends didn't. Reports
surfaced that Cudi gave up custody after his child's mother accused him of being an absentee
father, as well as having violent tendencies and a "long history of consistent drug and alcohol
abuse. In , Cudi began dating entertainment attorney Jamie Baratta. In , Kid Cudi walked into
The Hundreds ' Los Angeles store and upon doing a little shopping for himself, decided to treat
the entire store to a spree. On Kid Cudi. Kid Cudi has also been a volunteer for Musicians on
Call MOC , a charity with the mission of bringing live and recorded music to the bedsides of
patients in healthcare facilities. In June , 49 celebrities, including Kid Cudi, honored the 49
victims killed in the Orlando nightclub shooting in a video tribute. Hundreds in need at the Indio
shelter were presented with Popeyes' chicken, biscuits, mashed potatoes, and fries the evening
before Cudi's second set at Coachella. With his originality and creativity, as well as the emotion
he conveys in his music, Cudi has amassed a large cult-like following and is credited for heavily
influencing the hip hop subgenres cloud rap and emo rap. Cudi's cultural impact reverberates
through the vulnerable lyrical exploration of his mental health battles that defined his catalog
and inspired Houston-based rapper Travis Scott to deem him "one of the realest rappers alive.
Never caring to fit into the conventional boundaries of music, Cudi became a voice for those
who felt unrepresented and alone. Revolt writer Preezy Brown noted "His knack for displaying
vulnerability and addressing bouts with mental health has made him an inspiration for a long
list of artists including Juice WRLD , Logic , Lil Yachty , and other leaders of the new school.
He's a voice for young creatives who don't fit in. He's a therapeutic light for people who need a
helping hand. He's a fashion icon. He's more than a cool cameo in television and movies, but a
full-fledged actor. Uproxx stated "Compared to modern icons like Drake , West, and Wayne ,
Cudi doesn't have a boatload of sales, or a room full of accolades, but his weighty impact is
reflected in adulation from the people, which is the intangible, everlasting achievement that
most artists live for. He's one of the first artists to be unabashed about his depressive
ruminations and did so in a melodically intriguing manner that progressed alternative rock
aesthetics into the hip-hop world one cadence at a time. In a interview with Billboard , Kanye
West called Cudi his "personal favorite artist in the world right now. His whole take on the game
is just unfiltered, uncensored artistry. And his dark, drug-riddled approach to introspection has
already taken hold in the up-and-comers in the hip-hop world. In , Drake shared his admiration
for Cudi on Twitter with a picture of him holding both his and Cudi's projects stating "We are
rarely proud when we are alone. But to have another artist who pushes me and inspires me is a
blessing. He birthed so much of, not even the new generation of artists, but a lot of [your]
favorite artists wouldn't be [your] favorite artists if it wasn't for Cudi. In October , American
musician and high-profile producer Pharrell Williams , spoke on his collaborations with Cudi in
an interview with Complex , saying: "He's so inspiring, and I'm only as good as my
collaborations anyway. I love the stuff that we did. Love, love [ His melodies and his
conceptsâ€”he's a timeless alien. That's my idea of Cudi. American comedian and actor Pete
Davidson , who has shared his own struggles with his mental health in the past, has said Kid
Cudi's music has saved his life. Brockhampton 's Kevin Abstract has said "I love how he
incorporated melody into his raps," Kevin explained. It's okay to talk about these things, and go
through these things. Kid Cudi's one of my favorite artists. In an interview with Hot 97 , Jaden
Smith spoke on Cudi's influence on him: "Cudi would always say things that just would, like,
change my life [ Then I got older and started going to festivals and then I realized, oh man,
everybody has felt that from Cudi. Everybody says that Cudi saved their life. If someone
listened to Cudi, you knew something about them. You could tell certain things about them.
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me They all get a repugnant feeling around my presence. They rather see me fall and they will
not bother laughing. Instead they lit their cigarettes and continue throwing their cares
elsewhere. One look, and the exquisite food comes out. Nobody loves me They love to pleasure
themselves using my body but only in the dark. I am a dark fantasy never to be brought to the
light. I am a dirty yet pleasurable secret. A stress reliever. A bag of marijuana in a Catholic
boarding school. Only to smoked late at night. Nobody loves me My presence in the blazing sun
is a taboo to them. They are disgusted as they see me walk with pride and mind my business.
They want to take out their knobkerries and beat me up till I bleed out. Only for them to come
back when the moon comes out shyly and apologize. You should understand. You are my dirty
little secret. I deserve to be thrown in a dark dungeon and have the keys thrown in the middle of
the Indian Ocean. They will never be recovered. I am a abomination they rather not think about. I
was born into this world to accept it. I cannot break parts of myself to fit your perfectly planned
world. I love me. My friends love me. My family loves me. The flowers and the air love me.
Animals and insects love me. The waves at the beach love me. Technology loves me. Music
loves me. You made me laugh, smile like a sunflower. My world was complete with your
presence. It was as though you were an answered prayer to a prayer I never made. Every
second spent with you was music yo my ears. The sex was over the moon but you were
evidence that there is more to love than sex. Your teases were enough for me to orgasm. The
adventures we had, the fights and not forgetting the apologies. I will always love you. You felt
like the one but mother nature proved she was that bitch. She made you a whole chapter in my
book and not the ending chapter. She made you an Introductory chapter. She whispered to me
that there shall be many chapters till the book ends. I walked in the Kgalagadi desert and you
were a mere mirage that appeared to be an oasis. I think. I honestly do not know. I have

basically lost the idea or plot of this thing called love. It has become an alien feeling that refuses
to land on my planet. It is not your fault. I also dont know now. Or maybe we met at a wrong time
and mother nature has a plot twist for the later chapters. Maybe she will bring you back to my
life and I will have you fully. Or maybe this is really goodbye. Talk about the demon that has
taken over and encompassed the minds of over Billions of people. A terrible spirit that can be
invoked by anything literally. I wrote a suicide not the other day. I got into a dark hole in my
head. I questioned everything. I questioned my existence and my worth. I went to the mirror and
I saw this hideous creature that walks with a fake smile everyday. The amount of strength and
energy used to fake the smile is a lot. My sleep patterns were not affected. My eating was not
hindered. Everything seems normal till the thought overwhelms the others and switches the
light off leaving me in this abyss in my head. Its like the sunken place where you can scream
but no one can help. With no hesitation i lie that i am but voice is shaky. I was at the point of
watching a movie with a death scene and just burst out in tears that could fill up dams in sub
Saharan Africa. I keep falling and I cant stop. I see every single person in my life and question
their intentions. Slowly, Im sinking till I cant see the light. In that dark place, I feel every poke fro
every one of the demons sent to make me suffer. I tasked to get my weapons and do as they
please just so I can get 5 seconds of peace. I am forced to write the letter that could leave a few
hundred individuals crying. I write y suicide note guided by the movies I have watched. I have
the template inscribed in my hippocampus. Every time i switch off, my brain runs to that part
and it does what it used to. It is a dark place with art pieces that could revolutionize
contemporary art in Takashi Murakami would get orgasms by being here. The walls are painted
navy black with no other color. Its a bistro of my insecurities. All of them on the menu waiting to
be ordered by me and served by the waiter who looks like pit-bull and reeks the smell of cow
stomachs and intestines being cooked with no onion. Every gray cloud has a silver lining. Or
does it?? I hear my conscious being my advocate against my case with this darkness. I get bail
at the cost of my tears. I leave. I go out and run to the light. I see the letter I have written. It
appears I have been out for a good 1 hour. Today it was not a long one. I did not go on a hiatus.
I look at the note. It turns out the angel of death forgot every detail that was going to eventually
give him victory. So I laugh and tear the note as it not for public consumption. I wonder when it
will end and when it ends, who will be the victor. A lot of people battle depression everyday and
a lot give in and commit suicide due to it. Some have visible expressions that can result in
instant help. Depression is triggered by so many things. A rejection from the school of your
choice, unrequited love, or even financial burdens. All these and more can just result in a
multiplier effect which, if left unchecked, could result in many folks wearing black as they cry.
Be nice and spread love to others. Often, people are going through the most and when you
come with your selfish self, you just involuntarily trigger someone to go into the dark hole. I had
people wishing for my hugs coz they are warm and hence I give them freely. I have people who
genuinely enjoy my presence and never fail to make me aware of it. I chose to focus on the
good and be positive despite the constant negativity surrounding me. Long story short, I wrote
a suicide note, read it then I tore it into unreadable pieces and put it in the trash can coz burning
it would cause global warming. Stay safe and be kind to everyone no matter what. Flames of
fury fueled by the idea that love can be played with like a toy bought from the flee market that
you will soon toss away because it is plastered with fake minerals that cause massive skin
reaction at contact. An ideology generated by the infatuation your mother had for your father. A
foolish act she now regrets 40 years later but because of you she stayed strong hoping one day
you would be the human she never was only for you to be worse than her foolish youth. And so
now the foolish acts of our ancestors make us suffer today. We walk with blisters on our feet yet
we had golden spoons we used to beat up the maid when she made the wrong cereal. Burn
baby burn. Let the smoke of entitlement and tradition encompass every decision you make so
that you can gallivant the streets of Freedom like you are a citizen of its land but yet you are
simply a statistic that their xenophobia wishes to pounce on once a year just because it can. A
mere number. Probably a 3. Nothing big or out of the ordinary. Just a number waiting to be
multiplied because it undermines its value. Burn baby burn Let the ashes of your guilt run you
over and make you realise that you were nothing but a fool who found pleasure in the suffering
of the innocent. A fool who knew his day would come but for some reason, he never prepared.
Burn baby burn Let your mark be seen. Leave that black charcoal on the once lavish building
that now stands as pile of dirt. Showcase your whole existence which is unjustified. An
imbalance to mother nature I cannot stress it enough Burn baby burn. She bottled her feelings
over the years with the hope of a gigantic light at the end of the tunnel. You saw how vulnerable
she was. So you made her beg you. Made her feel like she needs you. Like you are an essential
element in her life. So you win. She jumps at your command. She makes you feel like a man.
She gives you a sense of masculinity that your father failed to give you because he concluded

you were a waste of his seed and his hard earned money. Now the negative energy flows from
your manhood to her soul. Now she feels useless in your absence. Her friends have told her
numerous times to let you go. You not worth even a dime of her but to her, they are making
noise. Now she your ecstasy. Gives you that high when u need it but not your daily vitamins.
And yet she thought she was your vitamin. Your source of joy. Because you have allowed her to
play along the idea that she is. A wet paper towel after the bbq. In the hands of its user on the
way to the trash can. With greasy stains and murky water residues. Like he rode Dracarys and
acted like the made king and burned anyone not of his race. I am not a racist. I do not
understand the whole art of having a pathetic fetish to hate someone because of something so
insignificant like skin color. I do engage in any movements regarding race as I find them
taunting to the spirit of unity. However, I observe all the injustice and I write my truth. Messed
up if I can say. From colonization to wars to Global warming. Problems for the black person
started when colonization came up. It may have been before but I will start here. Dig this, I own
land and I hunt and gather to feed my kids then someone with a weapon superior to my assegai
decided to take my land cause its arable and its warm. Fair enough I sign and you take my land.
You make me work on my land to produce food for you. What have I done? But wait! In the
north, my counterparts are separated from their villages with logs and chains on their bodies
shipped across the waters to a foreign land to work on plantations for nothing. That is slavery
OMW. So inferior that I can wake for free under the worst conditions just to create wealth for
someone who wants to tarnish the rest of his race to the rest of the world. The worst part about
this is I was probably sold into this by my own leader all for some spices and jewellery. Okay
enough with the past. I was probably lying up there because I was not there and the
documentation back then can be subjective. It is history after all. That the light skin sister is
somewhat beautiful, pretty etc compared to our melanin filled sisters. The element of love has
left our hearts. We have so much hate in us it is astonishing. I think I have blamed every one of
our problems to race but I have noticed something quite scarier. Black on Black crime. And on
this one, it is our black sisters who suffer. From unattainable appearance standards to rape,
murder etc. I have not done much research on this but I have observed that when it comes to
issues of rape and murder, our black sisters suffer the most. And for some reason, it is the
black brothers committing these crimes. Do I honestly have to be a straight yes I said it coz gay
people suffer , Christian, white man to be happy on this planet? Why is happiness
predetermined by a system I cannot control? We are killed, tortured for being black. Our
blackness has to be subtle. Wear your dashiki robe only on Africa day. If there is no non-black
person then the quality of the service is somewhat questionable. It is like being a black person
we are at the of the spectrum. The last at the food chain. What else can we do? We will be the
kings and queens we have always been. We will not be suppressed. I hope we do it right next
time. One picture and babe was in love. Zero logic because it was overtaken but feelings that
had risen due to hormones doing what they do best. But who falls in love in thr club? Or rather,
after meeting a stranger for the second time, then boom you in love. Sometimes wake up, smell
the coffee. A very wise but perv being said wank before and see if feelings are still real. Only to
find yourself in the same boat with 2 different humans but their minds work synonymous. You
even do something stupid by going with your hoes to see X and X gives your hoes the time of
day. They said humans are trash. I felt it. The hoeing, the heartbreaks and yes me saying no
harshly to the ones who wanted me because they did not match my bill. Did I talk about the
stigma? Shoes of a girl who has been hurt by the torture she has put herself through or in the
name of love. All she ever wanted was to be in love. It got so bad, she somewhat has been
giving in to every dick ass nigga that comes her way. She has slowly forgotten what love is. She
feels inferior, ugly, disgusted by the wounds shr bore herself. It is buried deep in herself but she
has succumbed to the ideology that it was never in her. She is sad. She is lonely. She has
bowed to other gods forgetting the inner goddess in her. Now she hoes away her life drinking
away the pain because she now thinks love exists when she is having sex. After that, she is now
a regular. A hoe. She has friends. One day she will wake up and realise her worthâ€¦.. That is her
story. Her name is â€¦â€¦â€¦. I was just a piece of human flesh that can be used to please for but
less than 30 minutes. I sat in that bed, naked and alone. Never have i felt so exposed. Like a lady
of the night but in this case, no money. U know u are worth nothing when goodbye is merely
goodbye. I think not. More like stupid. Because the little voice called conscience spoke. It
screamed. It cried. It bled tears so red like the blood moon. But I ignored. Violent pleasure they
call it. Minus the chains and whips. Fully sober. Inner voice was right. Always right. Humans
hide behind love to enjoy these fleshly desires. Humans are beyond canal. They are deceiving.
Like the serpent. But worse. Experience is the best teacher. But fooled twice?? Love, u just dum
now. You have issues. Issues dragging u back to your oppressor. Get help. Its never late. Wash
your body. Shed that tear. Make that prayer. U need it. Now know your worth. Add tax. Learn

from your errors. Move on. Start over. Its okay. You can fall but u can get up again. You are
loved. You are not a pleasure tool. Patience should be your virtue. Focus on other endeavours.
Stay strong. Hope to see u on another level next time we meet. You parade my tears to the world
like its a trophy. Hit that! Tap that! Go on. Move on to the next. Thank you, next like ariana sang.
I give in easily. My heart so fragile to the point that it not only forgives, but its blinded by the
lust that takes over. Lust takes over, its sickening. I throw my body to the wolves and expect
teddy bear hugs. I forget that blood suckers see prey on me. My heart and my soul ignore the
thoughts of being foodâ€¦. I throw Regina George vibes to innocent people. My shade is never
subtle when its those who actually care. I have anger in mr building up all because I never get a
crown I barely deserve. Oh I need helpâ€¦. Recycled body. Recycled heart. Reused by human
beings for a mere 20 minutes of forgettable pleasure. Only to be ignored, blocked and ridiculed
in public after the weekend is over. Pour me the gin. Let me drown my pain. Let my mind be at
ease. Let my pocket feel the painâ€¦. Embrace my ugliness. Love my washed up body. Let the
African sun burn my deep brown eyes. The streets have rendered me worthless. My mileage has
reached a maxâ€¦. But its not cold. Its quite warm. Its colourful like a pride flag. My mind is in
shambles. But my soul is at peace. Black Panther fam. Black Panther!!!! Yes my lover took me
to Wakanda. The El Dorado. The land of Vibranium. Who knew blankets could be shields not of
the cild but even bullets. Oh my lover was kind to me. He gave me multiple orgasms and
multiple beatings. I swear it was a violent relationship. But somehow, I apologized. I was always
wrong. My lover made me feel like a hoe. A slut. A bed hopper. I knew all the beds of harare. The
silk sheets from China scented with cheap cologne of a drunk 30 something year old. You feel
worthless and unwanted. You are a basic Bih. Damn babe! You said you was mineâ€¦. It was the
pastor. He said you was mine. Standing next to a yellow bone thick lady abusing those Red
bottoms. You would wish those black heels are better of on the lady of the night. At least she
will tell you what your money can afford u. That pastor told me you were mineâ€¦.. He declared
blessings beyond measure. Bountiful season after the other. He swore an overflow of my cup.
But he left the tanked reputation, the tears on my pillow case, the brownies and coffee and
definitely the fire. But my love Oh babe. You brought flowers of friendship, chocolates of family
and bottles of victory. Red victory. You took me on picnics at the lake. The lake of truth. You
exposed the snakes in my life and you taught me how to charm them. So yes you were amazing
my love. But as Nicki sang, its time to say goodbye goodbye-David Guetta , its that time babe.
We have to go our separate ways and find new meaning to life. I hope u find what i could never
give u as i find what u lacked. Thank you for everything. I wish u all the bestâ€¦â€¦.. Skip to
content February 22, kuda. Painâ€¦ Nobody loves me They all get a repugnant feeling around my
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a look at the best of the best from Kid Cudi, one of modern hip-hop's most creative, iconic and
influential artists. The impact of Kid Cudi should not be understated. Cudder has been in his
feels for us all to hear for nearly a decade, providing comfort, assurance and relief for anyone
going through tough times. Fans clamored for four years for a proper release, and producer Dot
Da Genius finally appeased them in with the studio version. The game may not have been
hopeless, but we needed this dose of elation over a moving piano loop nonetheless. Travis
Scott has never shied away from stanning for Kid Cudi, and their natural partnership makes the
admiration that much sweeter. His haunting production is just begging for his dark, wary elder
to hop on. And kudos to Emile for taking a psychedelic sample and flipping it so
heartbreakingly. Defiance can never have too many anthems. Or too many catch phrases, for
that matter. This is where it all began. Rager is an alter ego just as necessary for Scott Mescudi
as he is for us. Cudi himself has said the song was inspired by a more destructive mind state,
but Mr. Sometimes you have to be a little disruptive to get where you need to be. The
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Agriculture Tech entrepreneur and music producer, Kuda Musasiwa, talks about his experience
growing up in Sydney, Australia and losing everything when he came back to Zimbabwe after
being let down by a Zimbabwean company. And you know, the one story that I can tell which I
think it encapsulates my life as a young kid who was born in Mbare is that, you know, my
parents had got a scholarship for my dad to his doctorate in Australia. I was a baby. People use
strong language there, and it was extremely, extremely racist at the time because they had no
understanding. So a black child in Australia was an extremely difficult thing. I remember
primary school. It crushed me. It crushed me to see teachers, allow that to happen the
headmistress even allowed in. I was given five minutes was the other kids were changing to
swim after every lesson is a hot country does that make you a racist so it made you tolerant.
Look, it may be now, it may be a person who started to lead a band of misfits, you know, it made
me now the person who hung out with the kid was a dwarf, the kid was you know with the red
hair who everyone called a ginger and it made me somewhat of an outcast and hence I believe
that sometimes my calling anti authority person personality sometimes comes from those fears
where I am a nonconformist. Because I guess I was never accepted as as them in the 80s, it was
really died I mean, the Prime Minister at the time Bob Hawke, they asked me my sister and my
brother to act as Aborigines in the Bicentennial story in And at the end in the Sydney Opera
House when we finished the Prime Minister walked up to his wife, and he looked at me my
brother goes there is my little Golliwogs and he rubbed our hair. Yeah, as you mentioned the
human. The human eyes, I think we made my love with agriculture I think came from there as
well, you know, even though I was in Sydney. A lot of the times where the sheep farms and
stuff. I just believe that people are most similar to us, sometimes with different skin color. Your
dad is a man of faith, this, you will not explain that to me what what happened. You failed twice.
I failed a lot of times but I think as far as losing everything twice to talk to me about losing
everything twice. Look, the, you know, after 15 years of working in in the UK you know we we
started to two great startups we had one called blockholders, w, and so Dodo UK and Mossad
one called a star tools. And, you know, I made, I made quite a bit of money, as a young man,
sort of, in the UK at the end of my my stay there. And on I came back, we shipped everything
that we had in these 40 foot containers, including my beautiful Range Rover Freelander. And we
use the Zimbabwean company. Black company. I came back and I had to start from scratch. The
second time I lost everything. After building all this up. I went through a terrible divorce. Terrible
divorce right. I married my child was flooded with datasets were She left three children. So, the

second loss, I would say is losing your family losing your own losing everything around you
that you will hold the value again things. And starting again, you know, and what is that done to
CUDA it liberated me because a person with absolutely nothing to lose any more has nothing to
lose. The barrier to being to taking a risk when you have nothing to lose is much easier. My
family. So, essentially from the lessons we can be detached to things. In that, and I think things
for me. And this is why I probably drive my my old Honda Fit is bashed up as it is, as proved to
me that you know the days of my judgment except for a long run right through it. Those things
that used to give me value as a person can can disappear. But then as a person, you still have
to remain, you still a dad you still a son you still a brother. I, in fact, if I think about I spent 15
2008 dodge nitro repair manual
fiat 500 abarth manual
bmw z3 repair manual
years in the UK acquiring things which you lost, which I lost. With nothing and try to get you
know and beanie and spend that time with, but they say life begins at 40 coulda, you just
started. Unknown They mean everything you know and I think everything I do is for them, you
know i i take big lessons from my dad and my mom. When Twitter opened in I typed in, to God.
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